Rainham Marshes
London (United Kingdom), 2014

**CATEGORY:** Park / Garden

**CITY:** London

**COUNTRY:** United Kingdom

**BEGINNING YEAR:** 2003

**START ON SITE:** 2006

**END YEAR:** 2014 (ongoing)

**AREA:** 6,400,000 m²

**COST:** 6,000,000 €

**DEVELOPER:** Greater London Authority | London Development Agency | Design for London | London Borough of Havering | Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

**AUTHORS:** Peter Beard_LANDROOM | Peter Beard, Alexander Gore, Sabba Khan, Dingle Price, Gregory Ross, Mark Smith, Keita Tajima

**COLLABORATORS:**
- structural engineering: Jane Wernick Associates
- civil engineering, ecology, hydrology (western marshes and paths): Betteridge Turner and Partners
- civil engineering, ecology, hydrology (eastern marshes): Appleyard and Trew
- quantity surveying (eastern marshes): Appleyard and Trew
- graphic design (main signage): Studio Frith

---

1. new wetlands and boardwalk on western marsh
2. screened deck within classroom complex
3. path through the western marshes with Portland stone bench
4. signage on the Thames path
5. visitor group at Rainham local nature reserve
6. new Portland stone ‘yardmarker’ indicating location of military heritage
7. one of six new corten steel bridges on the western marshes
8. information board on the Thames Iris path
9. small Portland stone benches on the Thames wall
10. path and footbridge on the eastern marshes
11. detail of RSPB classroom complex on the reserve at Purfleet